Words are spirit and defer to the spiritual meaning and purpose.
As a writer, I encourage everyone to use a dictionary to grasp a thorough meaning of
any word. This will help eliminate misunderstandings or ignorance of a word learned,
or passed from one generation to another.

"All that the Father is, I AM". John 14

Antichrist - echo, repetition of an original transmission, imitation of the firstborn
Arrogance - disbelief, doubt, self-serving, gratified feelings
Bosom - enclosure, secret center of protection, place of divine interaction,
position in watchful care
Christ - light, understanding, clarifier, enabler of sight
Create - to bring about, to cause to be, originate or father
Death - inactivity, cessation of efforts, stillness, grave of the former, womb of the
latter
Devil - contrary thoughts and ideas, selfishly motivated
Die - surrender, relinquish, forbear, lie down, defer or bow
Emotion - upheaval, agitation, roar, unsettling
Fear - restraint, imprisoned, exempt from love
Feelings - indicators, protest, outcry or commotion of spirit
Female - receiver, beneficiary
Fire - passion, zeal, ardor
Flesh - a partner for the spirit, half of a unit
Ghost - remembrance, representation
Glory - infinite perfection, performance of creator, heavenly environment
Goat - beliefs with no faith or hope
Gospel - song, a tuneful call, completed composition
Happiness - well-being, balanced, fully functioning
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Heart - place of nurturing
Heaven - state of being, perfect calm
Hope - center of possibilities, or expected fulfillment
Humility - obedience, willing, inclination, lean towards, rely upon
Lucifer - reflective light, ego sight, selfish point of view
Male - giver, donor, benefactor
Mind - guard, covering, protector of the heart
Obedience - surrender, yield, follow, consent
One - harmonious natures, work together, functioning unit
Peace - free from agitation, liberated from restraints
Perish - of no value, having no use, impoverished
Prosper - overcome, go beyond, rise above limits, increase
Resurrection - free from containment, release, recover
Satan - voice of the self
Sheep - beliefs with faith and hope
Soul - unprotected ground, unguarded garden
Spirit - shapeless, formless, incorporeal, sacred, discarnate
Subdue - bring into agreement, compliance with original order or intent
Time - companion of eternity, allotment for expression
Worship - to factor in, or bring into consideration
You - the hearer, bearer of responsibility
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